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Another advantage of PowerDirector is its ability to simultaneously export to multiple formats. This means you can create one file for HD viewing, Blu-Ray, or USB thumb drive, then re-export it to another format for 4K viewing or watching on a smartphone. As a bonus, it can use the PC file if you want to then edit the sequence again. Most of the time,
youll want to render the final footage at the same quality as the original footage. CyberLink makes the process even easier by enabling you to preview at HD and 4K resolutions at the same time. For instance, I was able to work quickly through a 2-hour 4K video without any fps problems. Theres a new 4K version of the step recording tool, although it

didnt work for me when I tested. You can set advanced options for the timeline window and program settings. One thing that was missing is a color correction tool. Other editing programs like Sony Vegas have editing modes that let you adjust things such as brightness and contrast, but CyberLink doesnt have one of those CyberLink advertises that the
program is optimized for HP OfficeJet Pro X4 printers, but I was able to get the software to work with a somewhat old model (6B003AA) without any trouble. If you have a compatible printer, theres no need to switch back to Windows XP. To print a video, you load the media into the program and click Print. Then, you can choose your printer, save the

file, and copy it to the printer, although if you use a high-quality inkjet, youll still need a high-quality ink cartridge.
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PowerDirector's robust editing features can be daunting, but the user interface is intuitive and easy to understand.
Once you've gained an understanding of the interface, however, it's relatively easy to learn most of the parameters
that can dramatically improve the quality of the results you produce. The program's rich feature set allows you to

easily batch edit, enhance existing footage, swap scenes or shots, and create titles and transitions. Importing to the
program also is convenient, but the Play to edit function leaves a lot to be desired, since it speeds up your renditions

and requires you to import footage multiple times. You can store clips in your media library so that you can easily
select them and build a sequence for later use. You can also link clips with audio, such as music and narration, to

facilitate editing. You can trim clips, you can merge multiple clips into a single one, and you can add titles and effects.
You can also use the timeline to switch the viewing angle. PowerDirector is one of the easiest programs to use. You

can edit clips and sequence them like they're meant to be edited. The program is fairly easy to navigate, making the
"learning curve" smoother than it is in other video-editing programs. You'll find some full-featured editing modules,

including the usual transitions, titles, and effects, and you can customize an unlimited number of parameters for each
module. You can open or import a project, and you can save and share it. You can export the project to a DVD disc,

an.mp4, an MP4 (for streaming), or an.mov file. There are also lots of tools for optimizing your project by trimming the
clips, reducing the bitrate of the video, and changing the frame rate. 5ec8ef588b
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